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                                                              Perkin Elmer Ф 5400 ESCA System                                 updated 8/15/18 

Operating Instructions 

 

I. PRELIMINARY CHECKLIST: 
a. Check that the Main Power on the front panel is ON. 
b. Check that the Auto Valve Control power switch on the front panel is ON. 
c. Check that the Ion Pump Control on the front panel is on RUN and that the pressure 

reading on the meter (while set to 200µA range < 50A) is about X10-10 Torr. 
d. Check that the water cooler (side unit) is ON. 
e. Check that the Auto Valve Control Box (on desk) is lit and switched to ON. 
f. Check that the RBD box (black box to the right of the computer monitor) is ON. 
g. Check that the turbo pump is running at 60% speed (box on desk left of monitor 4 green 

bars). 
h. Check that the computer is ON (No computer password). 
i. Check that the N2 gas cylinder is closed (green valve and cylinder). 
j. Check that the x-ray source is retracted to red marker line. 
k. Turn on the Digital Gauge Control (far right on instrument front panel) 

i. Turn knob to UHV 
ii. Press [I/T 3] key and then press [ 2 ] key. 

 
           **If in doubt about switches and parameters, consult AAF staff** 
 

II. SAMPLE MOUNTING AND INTRODUCTION: 
a. Samples are to be mounted on the flat cylindrical holders located on the sample 

handling block on the desk.  Please wear nitrile examination gloves and handle the 
samples with clean tools. 
** It is important that samples are vacuum compatible.  If you are uncertain, consult 
AAF staff **  

b. Mount your sample on the cylindrical holder and secure it either with the Cu/Be clips or 
double-sided, vacuum compatible, carbon tape.  The sample dimensions should be at 
least 4mm x 4mm.  More than one sample can be mounted on the same sample holder. 

c. Normally the intro chamber is under high vacuum.  
d. Turn on the light source (located behind LCD monitor) and look inside the analysis 

chamber. 
i. Is there a sample holder currently on the x-y-z stage? 

1. If YES, go to step e. 
2. If NO, skip to step j. 

e. Remove Sample From Main vacuum Chamber 
f. Adjust the x-y-z stage to the following values (sample rotation 450 ): 

x-value: 11.20 
y-value: 8.95 
z-value:  10.5/10.1 (might need adjusting) 

 ** If you are unsure, please consult AAF staff! ** 
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rotation 450 
g. Press the Intro Sample button on the Auto Valve Control Box (opens gate valve). 
h. Slowly push the intro probe into the test chamber.  Push it straight in until the handle is 

about 10cm from the stop. Now, it will be necessary to look in through the window to 
see where the sample fork is going.  Adjust the Z-direction as needed in order to mate 
the intro probe fork with the bottom groove of the sample holder. 

** x and y position of stage may also have to be adjusted slightly for ease of  mating 
intro probe fork to  sample holder ** 

i. Once mated, lower the Z-direction of the sample stage and look to see that the sample 
and sample stage will not interfere while retracting the intro probe. 

j. First, slowly retract the intro probe while watching for interference. Then, retract all the 
way to stop.  (The gate valve will be heard to automatically close). 

k.  Open the N2 gas cylinder and green valve on the regulator.  Leave the red regulator 
know alone (should be set to 4psi max!). 

l. On the Auto Valve Control box (AVC) press the Backfill Intro button.  The light indicating 
the status of the valve V2 will turn green indicating that V2 is open and leaking the intro 
chamber up to N2.  If V2 remains red, check to see that the intro probe is fully 
withdrawn.  Only the top red bar on the AVC will be lit, indicating an up-to-air condition. 

m. Open the top hatch and insert the sample holder into the intro chamber using the 
sample holder pick-up tool (or clean tweezers).  Mover the intro probe forward until the 
fork at its end is felt to be gripping the sample holder.   

n. Withdraw the sample holder pick-up tool.  Check to see that the fork at the end of the 
intro probe is fully engaged with the sample holder (bottom groove).  Replace the hatch, 
just press lightly. 

o. On the AVC box, press the PUMP INTRO button.  This will close V2 and seal off the up-
to-air line.  After a short delay, the valve V3 between the intro chamber and the turbo 
pump will open (indicator light turns green) and allow the turbo pump to evacuate the 
intro chamber.  Wait 15 minutes for the sample intro chamber to pump down.  All of the 
5 red bars on the graph must be lit prior to introducing the sample into the test 
chamber.  This guarantees that there is an appropriate vacuum in the intro chamber. 

p. Now, close the N2 gas tank and green valve. 
q. If samples are powders, they should be left in “INTRO” chamber >10hours?? 
r. If samples are solids that do not outgas, 2 hour pump down should be ok. 

s. INSERTING SAMPLES INTO VACUUM CHAMBER 
t. Move the sample analysis stage to the stage position below. (Will require further 

manual fine adjustment later on): 
i. ~X-position: 4.52 

ii. ~Y-position: 3.95 
iii. Z-position: : ~5.00    Some adjustments may be needed. 
iv. Rotation 450 

u. After samples are pre-pumped, see p and q above, and when all 5 red bars on the AVC 
graph are lit, press the INTRO SAMPLE button.  V3 will close V1 (the gate valve between 

 ** If you are unsure, please consult AAF staff! ** 
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the test chamber and the intro chamber) will open.  You should expect a rise in pressure 
in the test chamber. adjustments may be needed 
 

v. **IMPORTANT** 

Slowly push the intro probe into the test vacuum chamber.  Push it straight in until the 
handle is about 10cm from the stop. Now, It will be necessary to look in through the window 
to see where the sample is going, and push the sample into position OVER/ABOVE the 
sample stage.  (There should not yet be contact between the two!) 

 

 Push the intro probe handle forward fully.  The handle will spring back.  Push 
the intro probe forward twice more.  Now slowly rotate probe handle +/- 150 2 
or 3 times (This helps to ensure the intro probe is fully extended into the 
analysis chamber). 

 Slowly, raise the Z- height of the sample stage and watch carefully for proper 
alignment as the sample stage engages with the sample holder. 

 Once the sample holder is secured on the sample stage, withdraw the intro 
probe fully.  First withdraw the intro probe just enough to release the fork from 
the sample holder, check to see that the sample holder sits properly on the 
stage, then withdraw the intro probe fully.  The gate valve will be heard to close. 

 All valves are now red on the AVC, meaning all are closed.  Press the Pump Intro 
button on the AVC. 

 It is now time to analyze the sample. 
 

 
III. X-RAY SOURCE SET UP  (Using Mg X-ray source -  for Al X-Rays check AAF staff) 

a. Check the pressure in the analysis chamber.  It should be < 5 x 10-9 Torr on the Digital 
Gauge Control readout.   

b. On the 22-040 DC Power Supply, check to make certain that the variac (Raise Voltage) is 
at the Zero Start position (fully counterclockwise).   

c. Make sure Digital Gauge Control vacuum readout is on, see I k above (or else X-rays will 
not power on). 

d. Turn AC Power & HV ON and BACK-UP switches ON (22-040 unit). 
e. On the  32-095 X-Ray Source Control: 

i. Move/check the INT/EXT switch to the INT position. 
ii. Turn the POWER switch ON.  Check to see that the COOLANT FLOW indicator on 

the Heat Exchanger shows that the vanes are rotating.   
iii. Select the anode to be used by pressing the Mg switch under the FILAMENT 

ENGERGIZER panel.   
iv. Press Mg switch under PARAMETER DISPLAY/ CONTROL (you must press the 

anode selected in step previously.  The PARAMATER DISPLAY should show 000 
watts. 
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v. Press the HIGH VOLTAGE switch for 3 seconds and then release. Light is burnt 
out, but you will hear an audible “clunk” when relay engages. If problems 
consult AAF staff 

vi. Slowly, turn the variac (RAISE VOLTAGE) up to obtain 10kV on the left panel 
analog voltmeter.  Check to see that the (filament) emission current as shown 
on the right panel ammeter is less than 2mA. 

vii. Press and hold the up arrow PARAMETER ADJUST button to obtain 10_Watts.  
There will be a surge in pressure in the test chamber when the filament in the x-
ray source first turns on.  Let the x-ray source outgas for a few seconds then 
bring the Power up to 25 W.  Let the x-ray source run at the low power setting 
for about 1 minute. (Ammeter will read ~ 6mA). 

viii. **IMPORTANT** In an iterative fashion:  
1. Turn up the variac knob (clockwise) to 11kV 
2. Press and hold the up arrow PARAMETER ADJUST button to obtain 

100W 
3. Turn up the variac knob (clockwise) to 12kV 
4. Press and hold the up arrow PARAMETER ADJUST button to obtain 

150W. 
5. Turn up the variac knob to 13kV 
6. Press and hold the up arrow PARAMETER ADJUST button to obtain 

200W. 
7. Turn up the variac knob to 14kV 
8. Press and hold the up arrow PARAMETER ADJUST button to obtain 

250W. 
9. Turn up the variac knob to 15kV 
10. Press and hold the up arrow PARAMETER ADJUST button to obtain 

300W. 
11. Check/adjust to 15kV  On digital scale 14.5kV 
12. After 5-10 minutes check voltage adjust to 14.5eV (digital)  

ix. Press the HV button under the PARAMETER DISPLAY/ CONTROL panel to check 
the HIGH VOLTAGE and adjust the variac for 15kV (more accurate reading).  Let 
the x-ray source run at this setting for about 10 minutes. 
 

IV. SYSTEM SET-UP AND OPERATION 
a. POSITION THE SAMPLE AT THE FOCAL POINT OF THE ANALYZER. 

i. Set the microscope at low magnification.  Adjust the x and y controls to center 
the desired analysis area on the cross mark on the eye piece. 

ii. Zoom the microscope to higher magnification and readjust x and y controls to 
center the desired analysis area on the cross mark. 

iii. Look into the microscope and adjust the z-direction to get a best focus around 
the centered cross-hairs region in the microscope.  The sample is now set at the 
focal point of the analyzer. 

iv. Typical center and powder on tape X,Y,Z  (Z~9.1 for flat samples) 
b. Lower the X-ray source to the from the red marker line to the black marker line. 
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c. Adjust the height of the x-ray source depending on the type of specimen to be analyzed.  
Typically, for analysis the x-ray source should be inserted to black marker line. 

d. Select the desired aperture depending upon the size of the analysis area.  To select an 
aperture, rotate the mechanical feed thru on the extended lens nipple.  
 
 
Aperture  Aperture Size  Analysis (sample)  Size 
 
4   3mm X 10mm  1mm X 3.5mm 
3   4mm OD  1.5mm OD 
2   2mm OD  600 microns OD 
1   0.5 mm OD  200 microns OD 
 

e. IMPORTANT: On the system console, turn ON the CARD RACK POWER SUPPLY 208V 
INTLK circuit breaker.  (located on left side of front panel below microscope) 
 

V. DATA GATHERING  
a. Initial steps 

i. Turn ON power to the computer if it is not already on. (no password) 
ii. Open “XPS Program” software if not already open. (no password) 

b. Survey Scans  
Survey scans are used to obtain qualitative elemental composition information of your 
sample which can be used to define a more narrow range multiplex scans which can be 
used for composition and chemical state analysis. 

i. Go to acquisition tab at top menu. 
1. Click “New Survey”  

a. Typical parameters: Upper limit: 1000eV, Lower limit: 0eV, 
1.00eV/step, Pass Energy: 89.45eV, Sweeps:5-8, Time/step: 
100ms, Neutralizer: not checked. Continuous: not checked. 

2. Click “acquire”. 
c. Multiplex scans 

i. Go to acquisition tab at top menu. 
1. Click “New Multiplex”  

a. Select an element (energy level) that you wish to observe.  
Scroll through the list or type the first letter of the element to 
rapid scroll. 

b. Highlight the element (energy level) and click “OK” 
c. Edit binding energy range, acquisition time, and pass energy 

under multiplex settings as needed: 
i. DEFAULT SETTINGS for Mulitplex scans: 

1. As a rule of thumb, choose the same (or 
approximate) pass energy values for each 
elemental multiplet. 
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2. Choose upper and lower range limits according 
to values seen in Handbook of Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy. 

3. For elements with small peaks observed in 
survey scan, increase number of sweeps; 30 
instead of 10 for elements with large peaks. 

4. Time/step: 50mS is okay 
5. eV/second:  

a. For C and N choose 0.125eV/s 
b. For O and transition metals choose 

0.250eV/s 
d. If desire more than one element to observe, click “add”. 
e. Again, highlight the element (energy level), click “OK” and edit 

parameters as needed. 
f.  Once all elements to be observed are added to the list and 

acquisition parameters edited as needed, click “acquire” to 
begin multiplex data collection.  

g. Click region drop down menu to see data acquisition  
h. Save data as in user folder *.asn 
i. File- export to save ASCI xy pairs 

 
**IMPORTANT: If done with data gathering, Turn OFF X-rays while analyzing your data.  To do 
so, skip to directions in step VIII X-RAY SHUT DOWN ** 

 
VI. DATA MASSAGING (Can be done on AugerScan Software or external program such as CASA 

XPS.  A demo version of CASA XPS software is available on XRD computer next to Dr. 
Hardcastle’s office.) or (XPSPEAK is a free download) 

a. Smoothing (only for survey scan files) 
i. The smooth routine removes much of the noise present in the spectra.  This 

improves the visual presentation of the data and makes it easier to separate and 
identify peaks. 

1. Open survey scan file. 
2. Go to Data  smooth.  Smoothing can be done iteratively to the user’s 

discretion. 
b. If sample charges, may need to shift eV of all spectra.  C 1s (C-C, C-H) line should be 

284.5 or 285eV (user define)  Data -> shift 
c. Percent atomic concentration from high resolution multiplex files. 

i. With multiplex data file open, go to “region” dropdown menu and select first 
element.  The narrow binding energy range preselected and peak(s) due to that 
element will be shown. 

ii. Click on “select endpoints” button from second row menu. 
1. Click and drag from one side of peak to the other to select the area to 

be integrated. (be mindful to select appropriate endpoints for most 
accurate calculation of percent atomic concentration.) The area under a 
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peak provides a quantitative measure of signal strength.  While peak 
height may vary due to the chemical state of the element or the 
operating condition of the analyzer, the area will remain consistent. 

2. Do the same for each element of the multiplex data set. 
iii. Once endpoints are all selected, click on “atomic concentration” button in third 

row of menu, or go to data -> atomic concentration. 
iv. Finally, at “region” dropdown menu select “all” to show percent atomic 

concentration results. 
d. Curve fitting 

i. The curve fitting routine allows the operator to superimpose standard Gaussian 
or Lorentzian peaks (or combinations) on displayed data; adjust the peak width; 
height and location; summarize composition; and build a peak structure 
simulating that of an experimentally obtained peak.  Energy position and shifts 
can then be determined, often enabling more accurate and reliable chemical 
identification. 

1. Open multiplex scan file. 
2. 1st get Shirley background 
3. Substrate background 
4. Go to Data  Curve Fit 

a. Brings up two windows: Curve Fit, Select Bands. 
i. In Curve Fit window, typically leave selection on GL 

(Gaussian Lorenztian) and use default parameters. 
ii. In Select Bands window, create a new row for each peak 

(and/or shoulder) to be fit (click + to add peak, - will 
delete highlighted peak). 

iii.  Manually adjust peak position, intensity, FWHM, and % 
Gaussian to approximate your data. 

iv. Check curve fit windows parameters to see how peaks 
will be fitted) 

v. Click FIT to iteratively FIT the values based on your best 
guess approximate fitting.  Goodness of fit and results 
will be shown. 

vi. Click Results to show peak data 
vii. To show results on spectrum and in saved file, click 

Annotate. 
viii. Save file *.asn to save fits 

ix. Export data now will save xy pairs data, fitted peaks… 
 

VII. SPECIMEN REMOVAL (see IIf) 
a.  Retract the x-ray source (up) to red marker line. 
b. X-Ray shut down  (see VIII)  next 
c. Reset the sample stage positon to the following values (all values may need to be adjusted): 

i. ~X-direction: 11.20  
ii. ~Y-direction: 8.95 

 ** If you are unsure, please consult AAF staff! ** 
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iii. Z-direction: 10.1 (may need to adjust)  
d. Be sure that there is an appropriate vacuum in the intro chamber (all 5 red bars on the 

AVC box must be lit).  If not, press the PUMP INTRO button and wait until all the 5 red 
bars are lit. 

e. Press the SAMPLE INTRO button.  The gate valve between the test chamber and the 
intro chamber will open automatically. 

f. Slowly push the intro probe into the test chamber.  Push it straight in until the handle is 
about 10cm from the stop. Now, it will be necessary to look in through the window to 
see where the sample is going.  Adjust the Z-direction (X or Y ??) as needed in order to 
mate the intro probe fork with the bottom groove of the sample holder. 
 

** x and y position of stage may have to be adjusted slightly for ease of  mating intro probe fork 
to   sample holder ** 
 

a. Once mated, lower the Z-direction of the sample stage and look to see that the sample 
and sample stage will not interfere while retracting the intro probe. 

b. First, slowly retract the intro probe a little and then check for clearance between the 
sample stage and the sample holder.  Lower the sample stage as needed using the Z-
direction control.  Then, withdraw the intro probe straight out and fully.  Be sure that 
the sample holder doesn’t get caught on the sample stage and fall off the intro probe.  
The gate valve will close automatically.  All valves must be closed as indicated on the 
AVC box. 

c. OPEN the N2 gas cylinder and green valve on the regulator. (leave at 4psi) 
d. Press the BACKFILL INTRO button. 
e. Open the hatch, move the intro probe forward to position the sample holder at the 

center of the intro chamber. 
f. Use the sample holder pick-up tool to grab the sample holder then fully withdraw the 

intro probe.  Remove the sample holder from the intro chamber. 
g. Replace the hatch, it has a twist lock. 
h. Now, close the N2 gas tank and green valve. 
i. On the AVC box, press the PUMP INTRO button.  This will close V2 and seal off the up-

to-air line.  After a short delay, the valve V3 between the intro chamber and the turbo 
pump will open (indicator light turns green) and allow the turbo pump to evacuate the 
intro chamber.   
 

VIII. X-RAY SHUTDOWN 
a. **IMPORTANT** In an iterative fashion over the course of 1 minute:  

1. Press and hold the down arrow PARAMETER ADJUST button to obtain 
290W 

2. Turn down the variac knob (counter-clockwise) to 14kV 
3. Press and hold the down arrow PARAMETER ADJUST button to obtain 

250W. 
4. Turn down the variac knob to 13kV 
5. 200W  -> 12kV 
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6. 150W -> 11kV 
7. 100W -> 10kV 
8. 0W -> 00KV 
9. Continue in this fashion until 0W and 0kV (fully counter-clockwise) is 

reached. 
b. Leave the system to cool down for 10 minutes (do not turn off any boxes yet). 
c. Turn OFF AC Power & HV and BACK-UP switches. 
d. Turn OFF the power switch to the 32-095 X-ray source control. (also turns off cooling 

pump) 
e. Turn OFF the CARD RACK PWR SPLY 208V INTLK switch. (located on left side of front 

panel under microscope) 
 
 
 

IX. APPENDIX (I):  ION SPUTTERING OF SAMPLE 
a. If X-rays are on, turn down to 10kV and 50Watts (slowly). 
b. On AVC control box, press Diff Pump Ion Gun (wait 5 minutes to pump dowm). 
c. Turn on power to the 11-065 Ion Gun Control box (on top of desk). 
d. On the right side of the 11-065 panel, make sure top toggle switch is set to “Emission” 

and that “Emission Scale” is set to X1. 
e. Using the furthest right knob, slowly turn up emission current to 25mA (as read on 

meter). 
f. Now, move toggle switch to “Pressure”. 
g. Using needle valve on the ion gun, bleed in argon gas until meter reads pressure of 

15mPa. (Slightly less than 1 turn CCW). {~2X10-8 Torr} 
h. To sputter, turn on “Beam Voltage” with toggle switch on 11-065 box.  (Leave the knob 

set at 3kV). 
i. Sputter rate at 3kV  ~ 2nm/min (Ir,Pt) 
j. Allow to sputter for 2-5minutes (removes carbon and most surface oxides) 
k. When done, turn off the “Beam Voltage”. {Center toggle!  Not bottom toggle} 
l. Close bleed valve finger tight (CW). 
m. On the right side of the 11-065 panel, make sure toggle switch is set to “Emission”. 
n. Turn emission back down to 1 or 2 using knob. 
o.  Turn off power to 11-065 Ion Gun Control box. 
p. On AVC control box, press Diff Pump Ion Gun button. 
q. Raster size X=2.5, Y=3.0 gives sputter area 7.8mm in X and 4.9mm in Y 

 

 

X. APPENDIX (II): SYSTEM UP TO AIR PROCEDURE (section V of manual) 
a. Turn OFF turbo pump. 
b. Turn OFF the filaments and electronic power.  The x-ray source and ion gun should be 

turned OFF at least 30 minutes before bringing the system up to air. 
c. Turn OFF the ion pump and evacuate the intro chamber. 
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d. Press the BACKFILL CHAMBER button on the Auto Valve Control, and backfill the 
introduction chamber using dry nitrogen. (Caution: Never allow the pressure of any gas 
backfilled into the test chamber to exceed 4 PSIG). 

e. After the system has been opened to the atmosphere, the system pump down (and 
possibly bake out) procedure must be performed. 
 

XI. APPENDIX (II): SYSTEM PUMP DOWN (section V of manual) 
a. The turbo pump is utilized for rough pumping the test chamber from atmosphere, so 

when the test chamber is to be pumped down, it is important to have the turbo pump 
OFF before opening the valves to the chamber. 

b. On the auto valve control (AVC) on the front panel, make sure it is placed in the AUTO 
position, and press ROUGH CHAMBER button. 

c. Now, turn ON the turbo pump. 
i. The five red bars on the AVC should be lit after approximately 15-25 minutes. 

**Check to make sure turbo pump does not stop.  If only two bars are lit, it may 
be off, with rough pump only. Need to turn turbo pump back on ** 

d. After 30 minutes start the ion pumps.   
e. Check that vacuum slowly gets better.   

i. Adjust the current range setting on the on pump and read the system pressure 
with the analog gauge. 

f. If vacuum is okay after 5 minutes rough chamber on AVC.  Chamber should be pumped 
only by ion pumps now. 

g. Check chamber pressure decreases.  Leave pumping overnight.  My morning should be 
pressure < 10-8 Torr. 

h. The gate valve V1 will still be open and so needs to be closed.   
i. Press “Intro Sample” on AVC control box to close it (?) 

 
 


